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A Semi-Implicit Material Point Method
for the Continuum Simulation of Granular Materials
Gilles Daviet Florence Bertails-Descoubes
INRIA and Laboratoire Jean Kuntzmann (Grenoble University, CNRS), France∗
Figure 1: A steel ball impacts a granular bed. Unlike previous approaches, our fully resolved (non-linearized) Drucker-Prager rheology
allows us to retrieve a perfectly round crater.
Abstract
We present a new continuum-based method for the realistic simu-
lation of large-scale free-flowing granular materials. We derive a
compact model for the rheology of the material, which accounts
for the exact nonsmooth Drucker-Prager yield criterion combined
with a varying volume fraction. Thanks to a semi-implicit time-
stepping scheme and a careful spatial discretization of our rheology
built upon the Material-Point Method, we are able to preserve at
each time step the exact coupling between normal and tangential
stresses, in a stable way. This contrasts with previous approaches
which either regularize or linearize the yield criterion for implicit
integration, leading to unrealistic behaviors or visible grid artifacts.
Remarkably, our discrete problem turns out to be very similar to
the discrete contact problem classically encountered in multibody
dynamics, which allows us to leverage robust and efficient nons-
mooth solvers from the literature. We validate our method by suc-
cessfully capturing typical macroscopic features of some classical
experiments, such as the discharge of a silo or the collapse of a
granular column. Finally, we show that our method can be easily
extended to accommodate more complex scenarios including two-
way rigid body coupling as well as anisotropic materials.
Keywords: Granular materials, continuum modeling, material
point method, Drucker-Prager yield criterion, nonsmooth rheology
Concepts: •Computing methodologies→ Simulation by anima-
tion; Physical Simulation;
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1 Introduction
Walking across sand dunes or pouring a teaspoon of sugar into the
morning coffee are common natural scenes, in which granular ma-
terials (such as sand, soil, cereals, salt and sugar) are key compo-
nents. In Computer Graphics, simulating the motion of such ma-
terials realistically is essential for capturing the rich interactions
occurring between virtual characters and their environment.
Granular materials (see, e.g., [Andreotti et al. 2011] for a compre-
hensive description) commonly refer to a large collection of small
solid grains larger than 100 µm in size — which typically distin-
guishes them from powders, made of much smaller grains. Consid-
ering this limit size, grain-grain interactions in granulars are mainly
dictated by contact and dry friction, while air-grain interactions can
be neglected. Cohesion between grains may furthermore be consid-
ered, typically in the case of wet materials.
Due to their discrete nature at macroscopic scale, granular materials
are highly dissipative systems which exhibit various physical states,
ranging from “liquid” (when the material continuously flows) to
“solid” (when the material rigidifies due to internal friction and un-
dergoes plastic deformations), or even “gaseous” (when grains are
dispersed in air and interact mainly through impacts). Such a rich
visual behavior, very distinctive from that of Newtonian fluids (e.g.,
water), explains why simulating granular matter has, beyond clas-
sical applications in Physics and Mechanical Engineering, gained
increased attention in Computer Graphics for a few decades [Zhu
and Bridson 2005; Alduán et al. 2009; Narain et al. 2010].
However, unlike Newtonian fluids or elastic materials for which
robust physical models have been developed in the last centuries,
granular matter still resists some comprehensive physical under-
standing: no universal equation exists yet for describing the col-
lective behavior of such a peculiar material.
As a result, various methods have been developed for studying
and simulating granular materials, following two main strategies.
On the one hand, many approaches naturally rely upon a discrete
model, where grains are represented individually as rigid bodies
and grain-grain interactions are accounted for using a frictional
contact model [Moreau 1994]. Because they explicitly model the
material at the grain scale, those methods are able to capture the
different states of the granular matter and their transitions quite ac-
curately. However, considering that a simple teaspoon of sugar al-
ready consists of around 105 grains, one may easily imagine that
such approaches rapidly suffer from scalability issues.
On the other hand, continuum-based methods, where granular mat-
ter is modeled as a viscoplastic fluid, have started to be investi-
gated for a few decades. Though less accurate than discrete mod-
els, such methods have nevertheless demonstrated some good qual-
itative agreement with real scenarios in plastic and dense flowing
regimes. In particular, a popular constitutive law is the µ(I) rhe-
ology [Jop et al. 2006], relying upon a pressure-dependent yield-
ing model — referred to as the Drucker-Prager yield criterion —
with a non-constant friction coefficient. For the sake of tractability,
existing numerical models however make some important simpli-
fications, for instance assuming an incompressible flow, a uniform
density, or a regularized or linearized Drucker-Prager yield crite-
rion. Such approximations often result in a considerable loss of re-
alism, for instance preventing a heap of sand from stabilizing after
flowing, or introducing some artificial anisotropy in the flow.
In this paper we wish to capture the visual richness of large-scale
3D granular materials which may flow as a liquid material, while
possibly transitioning to a solid behavior due to internal friction, or
free-flowing as disperse grains in low density regions. To this aim,
we opt for a continuum strategy and represent granular matter as
a compressible viscoplastic fluid combined with a Drucker-Prager
yield criterion and a unilateral compressibility constraint, similarly
to [Narain et al. 2010]. Our main contribution is to propose the
first semi-implicit discrete scheme fully accounting for this nons-
mooth rheology, without regularizing nor linearizing it. Our results
are validated against classical experimental laws reported in the lit-
erature, under controlled conditions. Furthermore, in the case of
challenging graphics-like scenarios, our method demonstrates en-
hanced realism and reduced visual artifacts compared to previous
work. We finally extend our method to the handling of two-ways
rigid body coupling and anisotropy, and make a first step towards
the implicit treatment of cohesion.
2 Related work
The last few decades have seen granular simulations find myriads
of applications, ranging from geophysics and civil engineering to
food-processing and pharmaceutical industries, as well as special
effects. As a result, a large body of research has been devoted to the
computational modeling of granular materials, mainly in Physics,
Mechanical Engineering, and more recently in Computer Graphics.
In the following we comment only on the most representative works
from these various communities.
2.1 Discrete Models (DEM)
A natural way to model granular materials is by considering a large
collection of individual grains. The overall motion of the mate-
rial then results from the dynamics of each individual grain cou-
pled with others through grain-grain interactions. Such a discrete
modeling strategy is, depending on the communities, either referred
to as a particle-based method, or to a Discrete Element Method
(DEM). Among DEM, popular methods include the molecular dy-
namics approach [Bell et al. 2005; Alduán et al. 2009], where de-
formable grains interact through regularized contact and friction,
and the nonsmooth contact dynamics approach [Moreau 1994; Jean
1999], where in contrast rigid grains are subject to non-penetration
and Coulomb friction constraints.
The major drawback of DEM is the computational cost inherent
to the individual treatment of grain-grain interactions, which be-
comes intractable in the case of large scale 3D scenarios containing
billions of grains. Position Based Dynamics (PBD) methods such
as [Side Effects Software 2015] have recently become popular in
Computer Graphics to alleviate this cost. Such methods iteratively
project grains positions to valid locations, without computing the
interaction forces. As each pair of neighbouring grains still has to
be taken into account, PBD methods typically do not target global
convergence but rather use a predetermined number of iterations.
Their main drawback is that the control parameters are thus un-
physical and non-scalable — the number of solver iterations de-
termines the “stiffness of the material”. Quoting [Side Effects Soft-
ware 2015], one “would primarily want to use [PBD] for simulating
bouncy objects with elastic energy, or background objects”.
Alternatively, to scale up computations, one may instead consider
that each particle or element represents a clump of material instead
of a physical grain. Such a macroscopic view motivates the transi-
tion to continuum-based methods.
2.2 Continuous models
Continuous models for granular materials are derived upon macro-
scopic yield criterions, i.e., inequalities that should be satisfied by
the principal stresses — the eigenvalues of the stress tensor — for
the material to remain stable. The most well-known is the Mohr-
Coulomb criterion. For cohesionless 3D materials such as dry sand,
and with σ3 ≤ σ2 ≤ σ1 the principal stresses, it states
σ1 − σ3 ≤ sinϕ (σ1 + σ3) ,
where ϕ is the so-called friction angle, which corresponds to the
inclination of a stable heap of the granular material under gravity.
In the space of principal stresses, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion de-
fines a cone with hexagonal basis, which is numerically unwieldy.
It is thus often discarded in favor of the Drucker-Prager yield cri-
terion on the second invariant J2 of the deviatoric stress tensor,
√
J2 ≤ µˆσ1 + σ2 + σ3
3
where J2 :=
1
6
∑
i 6=j
(σi − σj)2,
which defines a second-order (ice-cream) cone in the space of prin-
cipal stresses1. Note that in 2D, both criteria are equivalent. For a
detailed explanation of how the friction coefficient µˆ relates to the
friction angle ϕ, we refer the reader to Appendix A.
Mesh-based approaches (FEM) The recent introduction of the
µ(I) continuum rheology [Jop et al. 2006] has inspired several nu-
merical simulation methods for dense granular flows, relying on
finite elements (FEM) [Lagrée et al. 2011; Ionescu et al. 2015]. On
well-studied 2D scenarios such as the granular column collapse,
these approaches have been successfully compared to correspond-
ing physical experiments as well as to DEM simulations.
Existing FEM techniques are however not directly applicable to
complex 3D graphics scenarios. Indeed, they are making some
strong assumptions regarding the dynamics of the flow — espe-
cially enforcing incompressibility — which precludes the simula-
tion of free-flowing granular materials. In a recent work, Daviet
and Bertails-Descoubes [2016] relaxed the incompressibility con-
straint and proposed a finite-element approach for dense yet dilat-
able flows, subject to the nonsmooth Drucker-Prager yield crite-
rion. However, their approach is limited to 2D for performance
reasons. Moreover, it considers that granular matter is always at its
maximum compaction rate, and furthermore bound to a fixed-sized
domain without air interface. In contrast, we consider here 3D free-
flowing materials, where the air-grain mixture is modeled through
a varying volume fraction of the grains.
1It could seem weird to replace a polyhedral yield surface with a
quadratic one, while in the context of 3D Coulomb friction several authors
argue that it is easier to use a polyhedral approximation of the friction cone.
However, remember that the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface is only polyhe-
dral in the space of principal stresses — the space defined by its eigenvectors
— and not directly in the space of the tensor coefficients.
Figure 2: Final states after the collapse of a cylindrical column
with exact (Frobenius norm, left) and linearized (`∞-norm, right)
Drucker-Prager yield surfaces, both for µ = 0.6.
Another drawback of FEM is inherent to the pure mesh-based rep-
resentation. While such a representation is well-suited for model-
ing the averaged behavior of the flow, which is of prime interest
for physicists, it is not sufficient for graphic applications where the
capture of detailed geometry — in particular, the motion of individ-
ual grains in the diffuse air-grain interface — is of utmost impor-
tance. Far from being a mere visualization issue, this problem re-
quires the accurate and temporally consistent tracking of geometric
details, which can only be performed during the simulation stage.
This brings a compelling argument for enriching the flow descrip-
tion with a particle representation.
SPH methods Smoothed-particle hydrodynamics, a fully mesh-
less approach, has long been popular in Computer Graphics for sim-
ulating fluid flows, as it can capture details of the flow while being
intrinsically free of grid artifacts.
In recent years, many authors have used this approach to model
granular flows [Lenaerts and Dutré 2009; Alduán and Otaduy 2011;
Chambon et al. 2011], using either some regularization or lineariza-
tion of the yield criterion. However, as each particle affects its
neighbors through its kernel function, satisfying the frictional con-
straints in a global manner may require several passes over the
whole list of particles, inducing a prohibitive cost for very large
numbers of particles. Ihmsen et al. [2013] reduce this cost by adap-
tativly freezing particles, but cannot handle arbirary scenarios.
Hybrid methods Mixing both previous approaches allows to
keep the high-resolution details from particles while relying on a
background mesh to reduce the number of degrees of freedom of
the system, and therefore its computational cost.
Such hybrid methods were first applied to granular materials
for Computer Graphics by Zhu and Bridson [2005]. Narain et
al. [2010] extended this approach to free-flowing materials sub-
ject to a maximum volume fraction constraint, and used a stag-
gered LCP method to account for the coupling between pressure
and frictional stress. However, the use of a finite-difference stag-
gered grid, which stores separately the components of the stress
tensor, required the linearization of the yield criterion along the grid
axis, eventually leading to visible artificial anisotropy (see [Narain
et al. 2010, Figure 10, right] and our own comparison in Figure 2).
The Material Point Method (MPM) is a popular technique in Me-
chanical Engineering for simulating granular materials [Wieck-
owski et al. 1999; Mast et al. 2014; Wieckowski and Pawlak 2015;
Dunatunga and Kamrin 2015]. In the aforementioned approaches,
the solid regime is modeled with an elastic constitutive law, lead-
ing to numerically stiff problems, especially for dry sand which
features a high Young modulus. As they rely upon explicit time-
integration schemes, those techniques are thus bound to the use of
very small timesteps, which considerably limits their applicability
to graphics-like scenarios. In Computer Graphics, the elastoplas-
tic model of [Stomakhin et al. 2013], originally devised for snow
simulation, has also been recently tuned to animate sand by Jiang
et al. [2015]. However, the proposed approach lacks an implicit
treatment of plasticity as well as a proper granular constitutive law.
In contrast, here we do not attempt to capture elasticity of the ma-
terial, but rather claim that the solid regime may be just considered
as purely rigid, without visual loss of realism. The main strength
of our approach is our ability to enforce the resulting multivalued
constitutive law in an implicit manner and over the whole domain,
by leveraging tools from nonsmooth optimization. Such an implicit
treatment yields stable results, even for large timesteps.
3 Contributions
In this paper we propose a stable and robust method for simulating
3D free-flowing granular flows, with enhanced realism compared to
previous approaches. Our core contribution is the extension of the
method of [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes 2016], which simulates
dense Drucker-Prager type flows, to the handling of complex 3D
scenarios with a varying volume fraction of grains.
We first formulate a compact and spatially exact problem model-
ing our full rheology, which is then stably enforced at each time
step in a semi-implicit manner (Section 4). In contrast to the finite-
differences scheme used in [Narain et al. 2010], our spatial dis-
cretization relies on the Material Point Method, which allows us to
use a finite-element formulation with collocated stress components
(Section 5). Remarkably, our resulting discrete system may be re-
cast into a discrete contact problem, which allows us to leverage
robust and efficient nonsmooth solvers from multibody dynamics.
We then extend this framework to include two-ways interactions
with rigid bodies, and show how to incorporate anisotropic effects
in our model (Section 6). A first step towards cohesive materials is
also briefly presented. Finally, we validate our model against clas-
sical experiments of the literature and demonstrate the effects of its
parameters on a simple scenario. We also carefully compare the
performance of selected Coulomb friction algorithms on represen-
tative problems, before discussing the merits and limitations of our
approach (Section 7).
4 A continuous medium
In this section we extend the usual continuous equations for gran-
ular materials (see, e.g., [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes 2016]) to
account for a grain volume fraction lower than 1. Our main result
here is the construction of a compact and spatially exact problem
modeling this new rheology constraint (System (7)), which is then
enforced at each time step in a semi-implicit manner. The resulting
one-step problem is, in turn, discretized spatially in Section 5.
Notation Let Sd be the space of symmetric 3 × 3 tensors. For
σ ∈ Sd, we denote by Trσ its trace (normal part) and by Devσ
its deviatoric (tangential) part, Devσ = σ − 1
3
TrσI, where I is
the identity tensor. We shall use the norm |·| associated to the scalar
product < σ, τ >= σ:τ
2
= 1
2
∑
τijσij . Note that | · | amounts to
the Frobenius norm scaled by 1√
2
.
Throughout this article, fields will be represented with upright let-
ters and values with italic ones, e.g., v = v(x) will denote the
value v of the field v at location x ∈ Ω, where Ω ⊂ R3 is our
space domain. Expressions including upright letters without ar-
gument, such as φ = φmax, will implicitly hold for the entire
space Ω, i.e., giving here ∀x ∈ Ω,φ(x) = φmax. The gradient
of a scalar or vector field φ will be written as ∇φ, and the diver-
gence of a vector or tensor field v as∇ · v. Given a vector field v,
let D(v) := 1
2
(∇v+ (∇v)>) be the symmetric part of its gradient
and W(v) := 1
2
(∇v − (∇v)>) its skew-symmetric part. Finally,
Figure 3: Comparison of the stable heaps formed by (left) the
collapse of a granular columns on top of a cylinder with (middle)
our model that takes into account the varying volume fraction of
grains and (right) the simpler ∇ · u ≥ 0 condition from [Daviet
and Bertails-Descoubes 2016].
u will denote the velocity field of the grains, and we shall use the
shorter notation ε˙ := D(u) for the so-called strain rate tensor.
Note that Tr ε˙ = ∇ · u.
4.1 Continuous equations
Let the adimensional scalar field φ denote the local fraction of
space occupied by the granular material — that is, φ is zero where
there are no grains, and φ gets closer to 1 in densely packed zones.
Frictional contact stress As we neglect the effect of surround-
ing air, the total stress of the grain-air mixture with volume fraction
of grains φ can be expressed as σtot = φσg , where σg is the
solid phase stress. As in [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes 2016],
we decompose the solid phase stress tensor as σg := ηε˙ + σc,
where the first part corresponds to a standard Newtonian viscos-
ity (dissipative term due to random collisions in the flowing mate-
rial), and σc is the additional stress due to the Coulomb interac-
tions between individual grains. Note that η may vanish, in this
case no internal stress is applied in the “gaseous” phase and we re-
trieve the constitutive law used in [Narain et al. 2010]. The contact
normal stress is p = − 1
3
Trσc, such that σc = Devσc − pI.
The second stress invariant can be computed through the identity
J2 =
1
2
Tr(Devσc
2) = |Devσc|2. The Drucker-Prager yield
criterion therefore reads |Devσc| ≤ µˆp.
Moreover, the maximum dissipation principle states that in the
yielded regime, friction should be saturated and the frictional stress
tensor should be colinear to the deviatoric part of the strain rate. The
deviatoric part of σc should thus satisfy one of the two regimes, Devσc = (µˆp)
Dev ε˙
|Dev ε˙| if Dev ε˙ 6= 0 (yielded)
|Devσc| ≤ µˆp if Dev ε˙ = 0 (unyielded).
(1)
Maximum volume fraction constraint Let φmax ≤ 1 be the
maximum packing fraction for the material, beyond which grains
cannot be compacted anymore. For monodisperse spherical grains,
φmax usually lies in the 0.55–0.65 range [Andreotti et al. 2011].
We used φmax = 0.6 in all our simulations.
Note that Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes [2016] do not consider a
volume fraction field. Instead, the fluid is considered to be dense
— that is, already at its maximal volume fraction φmax — every-
where inside the simulation domain. The material is theoretically
allowed to dilate, but not to compress, through the complementarity
condition 0 ≤ ∇ · u ⊥ p ≥ 0. However, in [Daviet and Bertails-
Descoubes 2016], the use of a fixed domain precludes an actual
dilatation of the material through time. More fundamentally, even
if the volume fraction field were somehow tracked through time
(e.g. with particles), the∇·u ≥ 0 condition would still prevent the
t = t0
t > t0
φ(x0, t0)
u(t)
φˆ(x0, t0; t)φ(x0, t)
Figure 4: Eulerian (in red) and Lagrangian (in blue) points of
view for defining the volume fraction of a compressible fluid.
material from recompacting after dilatating. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 3, sparse grain layers would remain stuck in mid-air instead of
falling back all the way down to the ground. For this latter reason,
we follow [Narain et al. 2010] to account for a non-constant φ, and
instead enforce the complementarity condition 2
0 ≤ φmax − φ ⊥ p ≥ 0. (2)
Considering conditions (1) and (2), notice that our rheology boils
down to the trivial case σc = 0 if φ 6= φmax, meaning that contact
(and thus friction) only applies at maximum compaction.
Conservation equations We consider that the only external
force acting on the material is gravity. The mass and momentum
conservation equations read
∂φ
∂t
+∇ · [φu] = 0, (3)
ρφ
Du
Dt
−∇ · [φηε˙+ φσc]︸ ︷︷ ︸
σtot
= ρφg. (4)
For brevity of exposition, we consider homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the sides of our simulation domain Ω,
though other (e.g., no-slip) conditions could be derived. In Sec-
tion 6.1, we also present a frictional boundary condition which can
be used to couple our granular material with simulated rigid bodies.
4.2 Reformulation of the rheology
We show here how Equations (1–2) can be recast into a compact
problem with a similar structure to that of [Daviet and Bertails-
Descoubes 2016]’s rheology, allowing us to leverage their numer-
ical tools in the sequel. The key insight is to derive a first-order-
in-time approximation of the vector field φ, allowing us to express
Constraint (2) at a given instant on the strain rate tensor ε˙.
Instantaneous volume fraction constraint The mass conser-
vation equation (3) describes how the volume fraction changes in
time. Yet, as depicted in Figure 4, there are two ways to express
this change. On the one hand, the Eulerian point-of-view looks at
the change of φ at a fixed location in space x0, which corresponds
to the partial derivative ∂φ
∂t
evaluated at x0. We have
φ(x0, t) = φ(x0, t0) +
∫ t
t0
∂φ
∂t
(x0, s)ds
= φ(x0, t0)−
∫ t
t0
∇ · [φu] (x0, s)ds, using (3).
2Narain et al. [2010] actually use a scaled volume fraction field (so that
0 ≤ φ ≤ 1), and write the conservation of momentum using the mixture’s
maximum volumic mass instead of the grains volumic mass. These minor
changes only affect notation, and lead to the same equations as ours.
On the other hand, the Lagrangian point-of-view follows grains
as they move through space. The volume fraction at such a
tracked point is given by φˆ(x0, t0; t) := φ(X(x0, t0; t), t), where
X(x0, t0; t) is the characteristics function that gives at every in-
stant t the position of the point that was at x0 at time t0. Chain rule
w.r.t. time gives ∂φˆ
∂t
(x0, t0; t) =
Dφ
Dt
(X(x0, t0; t), t), with
Dφ
Dt
:=
∂φ
∂t
+ u · ∇φ
= −φ∇ · u, using (3) and merging. (5)
We then have
φˆ(x0, t0; t) = φˆ(x0, t0; t0) +
∫ t
t0
Dφ
Dt
(X(x0, t0; s), s)ds (6)
= φ(x0, t0)−
∫ t
t0
(φ∇ · u) (X(x0, t0; s), s)ds,
using (5).
Constraint (2) can be expressed either on φ or on φˆ. Studying
the rate of change eventually leads to conditions on ∇ · [φu] or
φ∇·u, respectively. Both conditions are equivalent in the spatially
continuous case, however they yield different discretizations. Still,
at the grain scale the contact forces oppose the relative velocity of
the particles, which motivates setting that the macroscopic pressure
should oppose a function of the divergence of the velocity field.
With the Lagrangian framework of Equation (6) and anticipating
on the time discretization (Section 4.3), we linearize the constraint
φˆ ≤ φmax on a time interval ∆t as (φ(t)−∆tφ∇ · u) ≤ φmax.
Equation (2) can thus be approximated at the first order as
0 ≤ φ(t)∇ · u+ β(∆t; t) ⊥ p ≥ 0,
where β(∆t; t) := φmax−φ(t)∆t is a scalar field expressing the max-
imum rate at which the material can compress during ∆t.
Compact expression of the full rheology We now perform a
few mathematical manipulations that will reveal a problem struc-
ture similar to that of [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes 2016].
Since the contact stress σc trivially vanishes when the material is
not at maximum compaction, and in particular where there is no
granular matter (φ = 0), one may rewrite (1) equivalently as Devσc = (µˆp)
φDev ε˙
|φDev ε˙| if φDev ε˙ 6= 0
|Devσc| ≤ µˆp if φDev ε˙ = 0.
We now consider the friction coefficient µ :=
√
2
3
µˆ, and the sym-
metric tensor fields λ := −σc and γ := φε˙ + β3 I. We have
φ∇ · u+ β = Trγ, φDev ε˙ = Dev(γ), so that our whole rheol-
ogy rereads
Dev λ = −µ Trλ√
6
Devγ
|Devγ| if Devγ 6= 0
|Dev λ| ≤ µTrλ√
6
if Devγ = 0
0 ≤ Trγ ⊥ Trλ ≥ 0.
(7)
We have thus obtained a rheology that is very similar to the one
of [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes 2016], the notable difference
being that ε˙ has been replaced with γ = φε˙ + β
3
I. Using their
notation, we will denote by DP (µ) ⊂ Sd × Sd the set of pairs of
symmetric tensors (λ,γ) that satisfy Problem (7).
In the supplemental document, Section 1, we prove that the full
problem (3-4) combined with our DP (µ) rheology is, as desired,
a dissipative system.
4.3 Semi-implicit time integration
Overview We consider a finite time-step, from t to t+∆t. We use
a first-order semi-implicit Euler integration scheme, where the vol-
ume fraction φ is analogous to the position variable in Lagrangian
dynamics, and u to the velocity variable. More specifically,
1. We compute the end-of-step velocities u(t+∆t) and stresses
λ(t + ∆t) from the discrete-time momentum balance (9)
(see below) using the current positions φ(t) and with the
implicit constraint that the DP (µ) rheology should be sat-
isfied at the end of the timestep. That is, we ensure
(λ(t+ ∆t);γ(t+ ∆t)) ∈ DP (µ), with γ computed as
γ(t+ ∆t) := φ(t) D(u)(t+ ∆t) +
β(∆t; t)
3
I. (8)
2. φ(t+ ∆t) is deduced by moving the particles using the end-
of-step velocities u(t+ ∆t).
A detailed version of this algorithm is given in Section 5.3.
Discrete-time momentum balance As we are using a particle-
based representation of our material, it is natural to use our La-
grangian framework to compute the material derivative Du
Dt
. With a
first-order time discretization,
Du
Dt
∼ u(t+ ∆t)− u
p→g
∆t
where up→g corresponds to the velocity recovered from the parti-
cles at the start of the timestep. Our discrete-time momentum bal-
ance reads
ρφ(t)
∆t
u(t+ ∆t) +∇ · [φ(t) (λ− ηε˙) (t+ ∆t)]
= ρφ(t)
(
g +
up→g
∆t
)
. (9)
5 Material Point Method
The basic idea behind MPM is to consider that the whole mass
of the material is condensed at a finite number of material points.
The volume fraction field φ, now seen as a mathematical distribu-
tion, can therefore be expressed asφ(x, t) =
∑
p Vpδ(x− xp(t)),
where δ is the Dirac distribution, and Vp, xp are the volume and po-
sition of the pth particle, respectively. The total volume of granular
reads Vtot =
∫
Ω
φ(t) =
∑
p Vp.
This representation is particularly adapted to the FEM formalism,
where quantities are evaluated in weak-form, by multiplying them
by a test function and integrating over a domain. For instance, for v
integrable over Ω we have
∫
Ω
φ(t)v =
∑
p Vpv(xp(t)). In this
sense, the Material Point Method can be seen as a quadrature rule
for which the quadrature points are given by the particles positions,
and the corresponding weights by the particles volumes.
First, we present in a general manner how this method can be ap-
plied to cast our discrete-time equations into a standard Coulomb
friction problem. In a second part, we specify our choices of im-
plementation regarding some technical points, such as grid-particle
transfers.
5.1 Variational formulation
As in standard FEM, let us first expose a variational formulation of
our problem. Let U ⊂ (H1(Ω))3 be a space of square-integrable
vector fields on Ω with square-integrable derivatives, and V(0) ⊂ U
the subspace satisfying the homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. Let
T ⊂ (L2(Ω))6 be a space of square-integrable symmetric tensor
fields on Ω.
The variational formulation of our discrete-time momentum bal-
ance (9) subject to the DP (µ) rheology (7) at timestep n reads
Find u ∈ V(0), λ ∈ T , γ ∈ T such that
m(u,v) + a(u,v) = b(λ,v) + l(v) ∀v ∈ V(0) (10)
s(γ,τ) = b(τ,u) + k(τ) ∀τ ∈ T (11)
(λ;γ) ∈ DP (µ) (12)
with the bilinear and linear forms
m(u,v) :=
∑
p
ρ
∆t
Vp
(
u(xnp ) · v(xnp )
)
a(u,v) :=
∑
p
VpηD(u)(x
n
p ) : D(v)(x
n
p )
b(τ,u) :=
∑
p
Vpτ(x
n
p ) : D(u)(x
n
p )
s(γ,τ) :=
∫
Ω
γ : τ
l(v) :=
∑
p
ρVp
((
up→g
∆t
+ g
)
· v(xnp )
)
k(τ) :=
∫
Ω
φmax
3∆t
I : τ−
∑
p
Vp
3∆t
I : τ(xp)
and where xnp denotes the position of the pth at timestep n. Those
derivations are detailed in supplemental document, Section 2.
5.2 Spatial discretization
As usual with FEM, we have to choose a finite number of basis
functions for discretizing our vector and tensor fields spaces. We
use the notation of [Stomakhin et al. 2013] and denote by (Nvi ) and
(Nτj ) these sets of basis functions for V(0) and T , respectively.
Note that for any symmetric tensor τ , τ : ε˙(xnp ) = τ : (∇u)(xnp ),
therefore b(λ,vi) =
∑
p Vpλ(x
n
p ) : ∇Nvi (xnp ). We retrieve the
expression of the nodal forces from [Stomakhin et al. 2013, Eq. (6)].
While the possibilities are endless, we choose for boths field spaces
one of the simplest possible basis, that is trilinear functions on a
regular grid. We discuss this choice below, though we will continue
to present our method in a general framework. Exploring other
discretizations is among our priorities for future work.
Finite basis for vector fields While one could discretize directly
the subspace of velocities for which the boundary conditions are
satisfied V(0), we choose instead to discretize the whole space U ,
and enforce a posteriori the boundary conditions through a projec-
tion operator (see Section 5.2 below).
A popular choice in the MPM literature is to define (Nvi ) as diadic
products of cubic splines [Stomakhin et al. 2013]. We choose in-
stead products of linear functions, which yields more compact basis
functions and therefore sparser matrices. A potential drawback of
this approach is the discontinuity of ε˙ at the grid elements faces,
however we did not find this to be problematic in practice.
x0 x1 x2 x3
Figure 5: Comparison in 1D of our choice of grid-aligned stress
basis function Nτj (dashed) with the classical MPM particle-
aligned basis functions Nτp (dotted).
Finite basis for tensor fields Most MPM implementations map
stresses to individual particles, which amounts to defining a set of p
basis function (Nτp ) such that Nτp (xnq ) = δqp. We do not retain this
solution, because as we shall see in the following section, the cardi-
nality of the set (Nτp ) determines the number of constraints in our
system and therefore the computational time required to solve it.
Since our goal is to handle a very high number of particles, the cost
of having one basis function per particle could become prohibitive.
Instead we use once again trilinear interpolation functions on the
same regular grid, that is, we take (Nτj ) = (N
v
i ) (see Fig-
ure 5). Discontinuous Galerkin approximations would also make
good candidates, yet increasing compacity at the cost of a higher
cardinality of (Nτj ).
Decomposition of symmetric tensors Thanks to our newly
chosen basis functions, we can now express our vector and ten-
sor fields as interpolated functions of a discrete number of values at
nodes. However, we want to express our quantities as vectors of real
coefficients, and therefore we need to choose basis forR3 and Sd in
which to decompose those nodal values. ForR3, the canonical basis
(e3r) of R3 is a natural choice. For Sd however, no obvious candi-
date comes up. In order to simplify the expression of our rheol-
ogy constraint at the grid nodes xi, (λ(xi);γ(xi)) ∈ DP (µ), we
choose to decompose our symmetric tensors on the basis (χ(e6s)),
where χ : R6 → Sd is the isomorphism presented in [Daviet and
Bertails-Descoubes 2016],
χ : (a, b, c, d, e, f) 7→

√
2a−c√
3
+ b d e
d
√
2a−c√
3
− b f
e f
√
2a+2c√
3
 .
The isomorphism χ is orthonormal for the euclidean spaces (R6, ‖·
‖2) and (Sd, | · |), i.e., ∀(r,u) ∈ R6×R6, rTu = χ(r) : χ(u). In
particular, for r = (rN ; rT ) ∈ R×R5, we have
√
6 rN = Trχ(r)
and ‖rT ‖2 = |Devχ(r)|.
Using these identities with the notation (λN ;λT ) := χ−1(λ),
(γN ;γT ) := χ
−1(γ), the tensorial inclusion (λ,γ) ∈ DP (µ)
can be expressed equivalently through a vector-valued law,
λT = −µλN γT‖γT ‖2
if γT 6= 0
‖λT ‖2 ≤ µλN if γT = 0
0 ≤ γN ⊥ λN ≥ 0.
(13)
With simple algebraic manipulations, one can identify System (13)
as the standard Coulomb-Signorini conditions arising in contact
problems of multibody dynamics, the sole difference being that the
tangential components lie in R5 instead of the usual R2. We can
thus use any complementarity function defined for Coulomb fric-
tion problems to express our rheology as a root-finding problem
on R6. For instance, for u, r in R6 × R6, we have
fFB(r,u) = 0 ⇐⇒ (χ(r), χ(u)) ∈ DP (µ)
where fFB : R6 × R6 → R6 is the Modified Fischer-Burmeister
function introduced in [Daviet et al. 2011].
With q the cardinality of (Nτj ) (i.e., the number of grid nodes), let
λ and γ in R6q denote the vectors of coefficients corresponding to
the decomposition of λ and γ in our chosen bases (Nτj ;χ(e
6
s)).
We can now express that our rheology should be satisfied at each
interpolation node through the equivalence
fFB(λ,γ) = 0 ⇐⇒ (λ(xi);γ(xi)) ∈ DP (µ) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ q,
where fFB is extended from R6 to R6q by concatenation.
Discrete problem The discrete problem results from the assem-
bly of the real matrices and vectors corresponding to the decompo-
sition of the bilinear and linear forms a, b,m and l, k on the bases
(Nvi ; e
3
r) and (Nτj ;χ(e
6
s)). We can construct those matrices A, B,
M and the coefficient vectors l and k as
M3(i−1)+r,3(j−1)+s = m(N
v
i e
3
r, N
v
j e
3
s)
A3(i−1)+r,3(j−1)+s = a(N
v
i e
3
r, N
v
j e
3
s)
B6(i−1)+r,3(j−1)+s = b(N
τ
i χ(e
6
r), N
v
j e
3
s)
l3(i−1)+r = l(N
v
i e
3
r)
k6(i−1)+r = max
(
0, k(Nτi χ(e
6
r))
)
.
Enforcing positive k coefficients amounts to clamping the value of
the volume fraction to φmax. This preserves the dissipativity prop-
erty, but may lead to a loss of volume over time (see Section 7.5).
Note that we do not assemble the matrix corresponding to the bilin-
ear form s. Indeed, as mentioned in [Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes
2016], s may introduce an unphysical asymmetry in the system.
Fortunately, when using a trapezoidal rule to approximate this in-
tegral, s reduces to a node-by-node scaling. Since the constraint
fFB(λ,γ) = 0 is invariant to a strictly positive scaling factor on γ,
we can safely discretize s as the identity matrix.
Let Pv be the matrix projecting a vector of velocity coefficients
onto the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Our problem amounts to
finding the coefficient vectors u, λ, γ such that
(Pv(M +A) + (I− Pv))u = PvB>λ+ Pvl
γ = BPvu+ k (14)
0 = fFB(λ,γ),
which is a standard Discrete Coulomb Friction Problem (DCFP),
for which numerous algorithms exist (see 5.3) — though the con-
straints are 6-dimensional, instead of the usual 2D or 3D. Moreover,
the DCFP (14) satisfies the criterion from [Acary et al. 2011] which
guarantees the existence of a solution.
5.3 Implementation
The code that was used to generate all the results presented in this
article is released as open-source alongside this document.
Transferring particles velocities to the grid The natural FEM
way to obtain the grid velocities up→g from the particles at the
beginning of each time step would be to solve the linear system
m(up→g,v) =
∑
p
Vpv
n
pv(x
n
p ), ∀v ∈ V(0) (15)
where vnp is the velocity of the pth particle at the beginning of the
timestep.
However, when there are not enough particles in a non-empty
simulation cell, m may become singular — thinking of them as
quadrature points, we need enough particles for the integral to
be well-posed. A popular alternative is to replace the m bilin-
ear form with the so called lumped (or diagonalized) mass bilinear
form mˇ [Wieckowski et al. 1999]. Its matrix Mˇ is diagonal with
coefficients
Mˇ3(i−1)+r,3(i−1)+r :=
∑
p
VpN
v
i (x
n
p ). (16)
When considering only nodes belonging to non-empty cells, Mˇ is
always positive-definite, and the lumped version of (15) is trivial to
solve. However, this approach may lead to a considerable loss of ki-
netic energy. Several methods have attempted to reduce this energy
loss while retaining the robustness of the lumped-mass approach,
one of the most famous being FLIP [Zhu and Bridson 2005]. We
choose to use the recently proposed APIC [Jiang et al. 2015], which
provides increased stability over FLIP. With our trilinear basis func-
tions (Nvi ), this amounts to storing information about the local ve-
locity gradient on each particle before advecting them at the end of
each time-step, then propagating it back to the right-hand-side of
the velocity transfer equation (15). That is, we set
up→g = Mˇ−1vAPIC (17)
vAPIC3(i−1)+k =
∑
p
Vp(v
n
p,kN
v
i (x
n
p ) + c
n
p,k(xi − xnp )) (18)
where xi denotes the position of grid node i and cp,k the kth row
of cnp , the 3×3 velocity gradient matrix computed at the end of the
previous step as
cp = (∇u)(tn,xnp ) =
∑
i
u(tn,xi)(∇Nvi )(xnp ). (19)
See [Jiang et al. 2015, Sections 5 and 6] for more details.
Solving the Discrete Coulomb Friction Problem The general-
ized stiffness matrix of the lumped system (14), Aˇ := (Pv(Mˇ +
A) + (I−Pv)), is sparse, but has a dense inverse for η > 0. In 2D,
Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes [2016] solve a similar DCFP, which
possesses also a dense inverse, using the Cadoux algorithm [Acary
et al. 2011] and inner solvers that do not require the explicit evalua-
tion of Aˇ−1. However, their approach is mentioned to be computa-
tionally expensive, and likely intractable in 3D. Here, we avoid this
problem by making the assumption that the Newtonian viscosity η
is very small3, and that Aˇ is thus close to PvMˇ . We proceed in two
steps as described hereafter.
We first solve the unconstrained momentum balance (20) using a
conjugate-gradient algorithm,
Aˇu∗ = Pvl . (20)
The frictional response of the material is then computed by neglect-
ing the effect of the change in Newtonian stress due to the addition
of contact stresses. That is, we write u = u∗ + ∆u, and solve a
new DCFP: Find ∆u, λ, γ s.t.
∆u = Mˇ−1PvB
>λ
γ = BPv∆u+BPvu
∗ + k (21)
0 = fFB(λ,γ).
3Daviet and Bertails-Descoubes [2016] observed that for high values
of η (low Reynolds number), the material behaves like a standard New-
tonian fluid, losing its granular properties. In practice we use η = 1 mPa.s.
Doing so, we fully preserve the impact of the Newtonian viscosity
in freely flowing zones, while neglecting its effect within zones that
are dominated by static friction. Our DCFP’s stiffness matrix is
now diagonal, positive-definite and therefore trivial to inverse. This
positively impacts the performance in two ways:
• We get a significant speedup over [Daviet and Bertails-
Descoubes 2016] using the same algorithms, as the linear sys-
tem solve at each iteration of the inner problem is now re-
placed with a single multiplication by a diagonal matrix.
• The Delassus operator of (21) is now sparse and easy to as-
semble, which opens the way to a wider range of algorithms.
We leverage this last remark and use the Gauss-Seidel algorithm
from [Daviet et al. 2011] implemented in the open-source library
So-bogus4. Note that this library does not provide a polynomial
root-finding local solver for Coulomb friction in dimension 6, there-
fore we cannot use the hybrid algorithm described in [Daviet et al.
2011], but rather the pure Newton method on the fFB function, with-
out failsafe. However, thanks to the regularity and well-posedness
of our grid-based problem, in practice we have not encountered the
local-solver failures reported in the case of hair systems.
The So-bogus library also provides DCFP solvers based on the
Cadoux algorithm [Acary et al. 2011]. We compare the perfor-
mance of such methods on our 6D problems in Section 7.4.
Splitting and merging In order to keep the simulation particles
well distributed, we follow the split/merge heuristics of [Narain
et al. 2010, Section 3]. To each particle is associated an ellip-
soid representing its occupied volume. Such an ellipsoid with
semi-axis (ap,i)i=1,2,3 defines a symmetric, positive-definite ten-
sor Fp :=
∑
ap,ia
>
p,i, whose change in time satisfies
dFp
dt
= (ε˙+ W(u))(xnp )Fp + Fp(ε˙−W(u))(xnp ). (22)
Particles are then split if one axis of the ellipsoid becomes much
longer than the others. The reverse operation is performed when
two close particles can be merged into a more isotropic one.
Still following [Narain et al. 2010], these frames are useful not only
at simulation time, but also at the rendering stage. Indeed, they
define volumes from which the passively-advected grain samples
are not allowed to escape. This ensures that a rendering sample
cannot drift to a place where no simulated particle is present, i.e.,
to a place where the velocity field has no physical meaning.
Moving particles Particles are then advected following
vn+1p = u(x
n
p ) x
n+1
p = x
n
p + v
n+1
p ∆t. (23)
Overview of a time-step Our full algorithm can be summarized
as follows:
1. Compute the lumped mass matrix Mˇ with Eq (16)
2. Recover nodal velocities up→g from System (17)
3. Assemble forms matrices A and B and vectors l, k as in 5.2
4. Solve for unconstrained velocity u∗ with Eq (20)
5. Solve DCFP (21) and get the total velocity u = u∗ + ∆u
6. Update particles frames with Eq (22), then split or merge them
according to Section 5.3
7. Compute the velocity gradient matrix cp using Eq (19)
8. Update particle positions and velocities as per Eq (23)
9. Proceed to next time-step.
The quantities that need to be stored on particles are therefore
Vp, xp, vp, cp and Fp. We also store the stress field λ between
timesteps, in order to warm-start the DCFP solver.
4http://gdaviet.fr/code/bogus
Figure 6: A slightly tilted wheel, on which a constant torque is
applied, is dropped on a sandy ground. Without wheel-sand friction
(µRB = 0), the wheel rests down (left). Otherwise (µRB > 0), it first
rolls for some short distance, before skidding on the ground (right).
6 Extensions
6.1 Rigid-bodies coupling and boundary conditions
Frictional boundary conditions are imposed through the means of
rigid bodies with infinite inertia. Those are represented as a level
set φRB, such that φRB(x) > 1 inside the rigid body.
Volume fraction correction We have to update the expression of
the maximum compaction rate β of our material to account for the
fraction of space taken by nearby rigid bodies, replacing the term
φmax with (φmax − φRB(t + ∆t)). Linearizing in time, we have
φRB(t+ ∆t) = φRB(t) + ∆t v
>∇φRB, with v := J(vRB)− u, and
where J(vRB) represents the velocity field spawned by a rigid body
with linear and angular velocities vRB and center of mass xRB,
J(vRB)(x) = J
(
vlinRB
vangRB
)
(x) = vlinRB + v
ang
RB × (x− xRB).
Boundary conditions We consider an additional stress−λRB in-
side the rigid body. The reaction force applied by the granular-
material through the boundary is given by r = λRBnRB, with
nRB =
∇φRB
‖∇φRB‖ . We want r and the relative velocity v to follow
a Coulombic relationship. A convenient way to enforce this in our
framework is to add the condition (λRB,γRB) ∈ DP (µRB), where
γRB :=
1
2
(
(vn>RB + nRBv
>) and the coefficient µRB sets the in-
tensity of friction between the granular material and the rigid body
(see Figure 6). The rationale behind this constraint is exposed in
our supplemental document, Section 3.
In practice, we create alongside our symmetric tensor basis (Nτj ) a
new set of basis functions (NτRBi ). We construct the matrices B
1
RB
and B2RB associated to the following bilinear forms,
b1RB(τ,u) := −
∫
φRB>0
1
3
(u>∇φRB)I : τ
b2RB(τRB,u) := −
∫
φRB>1
(
(∇φRB)u>
)
: τRB.
We concatenate B1RB and B2RB to obtain the matrix BRB. The volume
fraction correction is given by the vector kRB associated to
kRB(τ ) := − 1
3∆t
∫
Ω
φRBI : τ .
Finally, we update the DCFP (21) by extending γ and λ to include
our new γRB and λRB, adding BRB to B and (kRB −BRBJvRB) to k,
J being the matrix associated to the discretization of the operator J
at each grid node xi.
Two-way coupling Since now we know how to compute the
force applied by the granular material on the rigid body, we can
easily couple their dynamics. Indeed, the generalized force applied
by the granular material on the rigid body’s center of mass is given
(a)
u
(b) (c)
Figure 7: Rationale for our handling of anisotropy. (a) Random
orientation of anisotropic particles still results in isotropic macro-
scopic friction. (b) A shear flow induces a privileged orientation.
(c) Aligned particles yield anisotropic macroscopic friction: re-
duced in the horizontal direction, more intense in the vertical one.
by −J>B>RBλ. The increment on γ corresponding to an increment
∆vRB of the rigid body 6-velocities is given by −BRBJ∆vRB. De-
veloping, we obtain
γ = BPvu+ k+BRBJM
−1
RB J
>λ.
6.2 Anisotropy
Many granular materials are composed of anisotropic grains that
are thinner along one direction. This is typically the case for corn
flakes, or, more common in the Computer Graphics imaginary, piles
of gold coins (see Figure 16). It is noteworthy that anisotropy at
the grain scale does play a role on the collective granular behavior.
Indeed, while there is no reason to favor any particular direction
when the grains are randomly oriented, when all their normals are
aligned the macroscopic friction becomes anisotropic: it has much
less dissipative effect when grains are sliding on top of each other,
rather than when their relative displacement is along their common
normal (see Figure 7 for an illustration).
However, remember that each one of our particles does not repre-
sent a single grain, but a collection of them, and thus it may in-
clude different orientations. Rather than mapping a normal to each
particle, we should instead store a probability distribution function
(PDF) ψ(n). For efficiency purposes we store only its second mo-
ment, the symmetric tensor ν2 =
∫
S2
nn>ψ(n). In the following,
we construct an heuristic evolution equation for this tensor, then
propose a way to model its influence on our DP (µ) rheology.
Evolution of ν2 The evolution of the orientation of rigid ellip-
soids in a shearing flow has been described by Jeffery [1922]. Inte-
grating it over the unit sphere of all possible orientations (see e.g.,
[Folgar and Tucker 1984]) yields the evolution of the second mo-
ment tensor pi2 of the orientation PDF,
Dpi2
Dt
= W(u)pi2 + pi2 W(u) + `(ε˙pi2 + pi2ε˙− 2ε˙ : pi4) (24)
where 0 ≤ ` ≤ 1 is a coefficient describing the elongation of the
ellipsoid, ` = L/W−1
L/W+1
, and pi4 the fourth moment of the orien-
tation PDF. The parameter ` affects the tendency of the ellipsoids
to align with the flow. Note that this model is only valid for di-
lute suspensions. Many authors have postulated laws for extending
it to higher particle concentrations (e.g., Folgar and Tucker [1984]
added an additional dissipative term modeling random collisions
between particles in the semi-concentrated regime).
We propose the following algorithm for the evolution of our normal
orientation tensor ν2, which yields good enough results for our pur-
poses — for high values of `, flat particles in a shearing flow tend
to become parallel to each other, which corresponds to the expected
behavior (see Figures 7 and 9).
1. Deduce pi2(t) from ν2(t) as pi2 = 12P (I−D)P>, where P
and D are given by the eigen decomposition of ν2.
2. Explicitly compute pi2(t + ∆t) using Equation (24) and the
quadratic approximation of the pi4 tensor, pi4 ∼ pi2 ⊗ pi2 —
the outer tensor product of pi2 with itself.
3. Deduce ν2(t+ ∆t) from pi2(t+ ∆t), and normalize it using
ν2 ← ν2‖ν2‖1 .
Alteration of the rheology of DP (µ) Anisotropy can be in-
cluded in the rheology by simply replacing the norm | · |with | · |N =
|N ·N |, where N is a symmetric tensor. In order for the maximum
dissipation principle to remain satisfied, γ should also be replaced
with NγN on the first line of Equation (7).
We choose to deduce the matrixN from the normal orientation ten-
sor ν2 as N−1 = (1 − α)I + 3αν2, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a
dimensionless coefficient parameterizing the amount of anisotropy
in the frictional law. Using this formula, the effective friction co-
efficient will remain equal to µ for isotropic orientations (the three
eigenvalues of ν2 equal to 13 ). If all the normals are oriented in the
same direction (a single non-zero eigenvalue equal to 1), the effec-
tive friction coefficient will be (1 + 2α)2µ in the normal direction,
and (1− α)2µ in the tangential ones.
Instead of modifying our friction solver, we can introduce the linear
operator N : Nλ 7→ Trλ
3
I+N DevλN , make the changes of
variable λ˜ = NλN , γ˜ = Nγ and replace the DCFP (21) with
∆u = Mˇ−1PvB
>N−1λ˜
γ˜ = N−1BPv∆u+N
−1 (BPvu
∗ + k)
0 = fFB(λ˜, γ˜).
6.3 Adding further ingredients to the rheology
Varying friction coefficient µ(I) Jop et al. [2006] showed that
granular flows tend to exhibit shear-thickening properties; the ef-
fective friction coefficient increases with the inertial number I ,
µ(I) = µ+ (µd − µ) I
I0 + I
I =
dp|ε˙|√
p/ρ
where µd and I0 are material-dependent dimensionless coefficients.
While the µ(I) rheology does not affect the static friction coeffi-
cient, and thus the rest angle of the granular material, it influences
visibly the dynamics of the flow — and typical features such as the
run-out length of a column collapse (see Figure 8). We can imple-
ment this variable friction coefficient in an explicit fashion by eval-
uating the inertial number at each particle before advecting them,
then reconstructing an averaged friction coefficient at each node.
Cohesion Cohesion fits in very nicely with the continuous
model, but creates tremendous discretization issues. On the model
side, adding cohesion amounts to making the change of variable
λ˜ = λ + cI, and enforcing the rheology
(
λ˜;γ
)
∈ DP (µ). The
momentum balance becomes
ρφ
Du
Dt
−∇ ·
[
φηε˙− φλ˜
]
= ρφg +∇ [cφ] .
However, preserving the dissipativity of the system imposes φ <
φmax =⇒ c = 0. This makes physical sense: grains may only
be subject to cohesion when they are contacting each other. We can
therefore only obtain a stable cohesive medium when the particles
are aligned with the underlying stress basis functions (Nτj ).
This can still be useful to model initially standing structures, such
as in Figure 15. Debonding was modeled using a simple decay
model linear in the norm of the strain rate |ε˙|, dc
dt
= −ξ|ε˙|c.
Figure 8: Collapsed granular columns with different friction coef-
ficients. Top left: µ = 0.26, µd = 0.48. Bottom left: µ = µd =
0.26. Top right: µ = µd = 0.48. Bottom right: µ = µd = 0.48,
high Newtonian viscosity η.
Figure 9: Snapshot and corresponding velocity field of the
anisotropic column collapse with µ = 0.48 at t = 2.72. Left:
isotropic friction. Middle: α = 0.8, with random initial particle
normals. Right: α = 0.8, with upward initial particle normals.
7 Results and Discussion
All our simulations and benchmarks were run on 2010 Intel®
Xeon® quad-core workstations. Sand scenes were rendered with
the algorithm of [Narain et al. 2010], using rasterization instead of
ray-tracing. Coins went through the same process, but were shaded
with per-sample normals instead of the volume fraction gradient.
7.1 Influence of parameters and visual comparisons
Here we study the influence of several parameters of our model
on the collapse of a rectangular column. We refer the reader to
the accompanying video for a more comprehensive view of their
dynamical effects.
Influence of friction coefficients Figure 8 depicts the final, sta-
ble states following the collapse for the constant µ and µ(I) rhe-
ologies. While µ is directly related to the slope of the final granular
heap (higher µ implies steeper slope), (µd−µ) has an effect on the
dynamic regime, and therefore on the horizontal spread of the heap.
Cranking up the Newtonian viscosity parameter η also reduces this
spread, but gives a muddier look to the simulation.
Influence of anisotropy Figure 9 compares the profiles and ve-
locities of the column collapse for different anisotropy settings. The
anisotropic collapse with random initial orientations yields a longer
run-out, as the particles align with the flow and minimize friction.
The distinct frictional responses of the yielded and unyielded zones
are even more visible when initial orientations are uniform.
Comparisons Continuum simulations using the µ(I) rheology
were recently validated against DEM simulations [Lagrée et al.
2011] and real experiments [Ionescu et al. 2015] of a 2D granu-
lar column collapse. We have reproduced the experiment of [La-
grée et al. 2011, Figure 9]. The friction parameters µ = 0.26,
µd = 0.48 of our 3D simulation were chosen so as to match those
Figure 10: Orthographic views of collapsing column at dimension-
less times t¯ = 0.66, 1.37 and 1.92, to be compared with [Lagrée
et al. 2011, Figure 9]. Colors denote particles velocities (blue slow-
est, black fastest), and can be compared with a similar visualization
in [Ionescu et al. 2015, Figure 2].
Figure 11: Revisiting [Zhu and Bridson 2005]’s column collapse.
from [Lagrée et al. 2011] using the inscribed Drucker-Prager sur-
face (see Appendix A). Figure 10 shows that we retrieve the correct
profiles throughout time. Our final dimensionless height and length
also match those from the 2D experiments.
Figure 11 depicts representative frames of our simulation of the
sand column collapse scenario introduced in [Zhu and Bridson
2005]. Our results are comparable to those later obtained in [Narain
et al. 2010], where the incompressibility constraint was relaxed.
However, Figure 2 illustrates that replacing the Frobenius norm of
the Drucker-Prager law with `∞, as done in [Narain et al. 2010],
yields anisotropic artifacts, as the effective friction coefficient then
ranges from µ to
√
5µ depending on the flow direction.
7.2 Retrieving the empirical laws of silo discharge
Being ubiquitous, granular silos have been described by macro-
scopic laws which we attempt to reproduce in our 3D simulations.
Discharge curve The distinctive feature of a granular silo (such
as a sand hourglass) is that its discharge rate is linear in time —
while for a clepshydra with a Newtonian liquid, the rate depends on
the volume of material left inside the upper compartment [Staron
et al. 2012]. Figure 12, left, shows that we retrieve this property.
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Figure 12: Left: Normalized remaining volume over time for dif-
ferent friction coefficients. Right: Evolution of the simulated dis-
charge rate with the outlet width (marks), and Beverloo fits (lines).
Figure 13: Letters drawn by dragging a stick in the sand. Right: a
typical mound grows at the front of the stick.
Figure 14: Picking-up sand and letting it flow away.
Beverloo scaling The Beverloo scaling is a phenomenological
law relating the discharge rate Q of a granular silo to the diameter
D of its outlet as Q = C(D − k) 52 in 3D, where C and k are
properties of the material and silo geometry. Figure 12, right, shows
that we do retrieve this power 5
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law. However due to our relatively
rough discretization, the resulting k corresponds to about two grid
cells – instead of a few grain diameters in reported experiments.
7.3 Complex scenarios
Free-flowing material We simulated two scenarios in which
sand is manipulated through scripted rigid-body motions. The
first one, reproduced in Figure 13, features a small cylinder being
dragged across the ground. We capture the formation of a typical
mound at the front of the cylinder, and the permanent marks that are
due to the frictional nature of the material. In the second scenario
(Figure 14), a handful of sand is picked up before being let to flow
freely, illustrating the transitions between the gaseous, liquid and
solid regimes of the material.
Impacts and cohesion We ran two simulations reproducing im-
pacts of a fully-coupled rigid sphere on granular media, with and
without cohesion. While Narain et al. [2010] were able to cap-
ture the dynamics of the impact of a two-inch tungsten ball on a
granular bed5, their simulation suffered from visible artifacts due to
their linearization of the Drucker-Prager law. In contrast, our sim-
ulation of the same scenario yields a perfectly round crater (Fig-
ure 1), matching much more closely that of their reference video6.
Figure 15 reproduces the destruction of a granular tower initially
standing thanks to cohesion.
Anisotropy Scenes featuring large piles of gold coins are com-
mon in Computer Graphics — think for example of the daily money
swim of Uncle Scrooge, Aladdin making his way through the cave
filled with treasure, or Smaug waking up under mounts of gold
coins in the Hobbit trilogy. Inspired by the latter, we have simu-
lated the Stanford bunny waking up under a large heap of coins,
triggering anisotropic avalanches (see Figure 16).
5https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZoZ0ZAzr6eg#t=90
6http://dsc.discovery.com/videos/time-warp-deep-impact
Figure 15: A sphere impacting a sand tower initially standing up
thanks to a high cohesion coefficient.
Figure 16: Treasures made of gold coins are a typical example of
highly anisotropic granular materials.
7.4 Performance
Simulation timings Table 1 provides the size and simulation tim-
ings for all our examples. The target framerate (FPS) is dictated by
the desired playback speed of our accompanying video — simu-
lation frames were then subdivided using either a fixed number of
substeps, or an adaptive criterion based on the fastest particle speed
to grid cell size ratio. The tolerance for the DCFP solutions was
set to 10−3 times the typical stress ρgL, and was typically reached
within 25 to 250 iterations of the Gauss-Seidel algorithm warm-
started with the solution of previous time step.
The computational bottleneck of our method lies in the DCFP solv-
ing. Note that with our trilinear stress basis functions, this cost
increases with the number of active grid nodes, and has very little
dependence on the number of simulated particles. We can there-
fore use a high numbers of particles per cell, such as in the Silo
simulation, without incurring too much overhead.
Comparisons between Coulomb friction solvers As men-
tioned in 5.3, we use the free So-bogus library, which implements a
few algorithms for solving DCFP, either tackling it directing us-
ing the Gauss-Seidel (GS) algorithm with the MFB local solver
from [Daviet et al. 2011], or decomposing it as a sequence of opti-
mization problems using the Cadoux algorithm [Acary et al. 2011].
In the latter case, inner problems can be solved using another GS
algorithm, or a few variants of the Projected-Gradient (PG) algo-
rithm, including the APGD algorithm [Mazhar et al. 2015] and a
line-search-free implementation of the SPG method [Tasora 2013].
Table 1: Sizes and simulation time of our examples
Example FPS Grid nP 1 nN 1 t¯2 %b %s3
Collapse 96 40×10×20 5.0 104 2755 1.47 19 72
ZB05 96 100×100×50 5.1 105 34112 23.5 21 71
Wheel 96 42×28×14 6.5 104 10152 9.62 4 92
Silo 96 36×36×72 1.3 106 49774 61.5 41 41
Writing 60 96×48×24 4.9 105 61864 48.4 18 65
Cohesion 240 80×80×40 3.3 105 42205 6.8 32 52
Digging 96 64×64×32 2.2 106 75283 32.3 23 65
Crater 600 75×75×50 8.3 105 110887 89.6 19 65
Treasure 96 70×70×50 3.3 106 121143 83.6 27 59
1 Maximum numbers of particles (nP ) and active grid nodes (nN )
2 Average simulation time in seconds per rendering frame t¯
3 Percentage of time for building and solving the DCFP
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Figure 17: Performance profiles for a variety of solvers. The line
x = 1 gives the solvers that were the most often the fastest, while
y = 1 shows the most robust ones.
PG Algorithms do not have to explicitly assemble the Delassus ma-
trix, and we indeed found that they performed better when using
only an implicit expression of this operator.
Figure 17 shows the performance profiles for those solvers on a
variety of problems extracted from our simulations — that is, the
percentage of problems solved under a certain multiple of the time
taken by the best-performing solver for each problem. To avoid
favoring a given algorithm, we used the Alart-Curnier complemen-
tarity function to evaluate all the residuals equally. Overall, we
found the direct GS to perform the best on our quad-core setup and
for our chosen tolerance. Note however that PG algorithms should
theoretically scale more easily to a higher number of processors.
Comparison with [Narain et al. 2010] We have compared
Narain et al. [2010]’s reference code to ours on the same hardware.
Using similar grid size, number of particles, and physical parame-
ters, we have found our method to run most of the time in the range
1 to 2 times slower than that of [Narain et al. 2010]. Note however
that in contrast to [Narain et al. 2010] where two iterations of the
staggered projections algorithm are performed inconditionally, our
method relies upon a residual-based convergence criterion which is
enforced at each time step, and in practice satisfied in most cases.
7.5 Limitations
While our method is applicable to various challenging scenarios, it
still suffers from a number of limitations.
First, due to our continuum approximation of granulars, the range of
possible simulations is restricted to homogeneous materials where
all grains share common features, such as their size. Our method
is thus not appropriate for simulating polydisperse media with var-
ious grain shapes. Moreover, as the result of an averaging process,
ourDP (µ) rheology cannot model specific arrangements of grains,
such as the formation of arches clogging the silo outlet.
Other limitations are inherent to our choice of discretization for the
continuous model. In particular, as mentioned earlier, cohesive ma-
terials have to be aligned with the underlying grid in order to re-
main stable, which drastically limits possible scenarios including
cohesion. Moreover, disturbing artifacts may happen when visu-
ally disjoint clusters of particles in neighboring cells react together.
For instance, a heavy cluster of grains falling nearby a few isolated
grains may send them flying, which makes sense for a continuum
but not for the visible granular material.
Finally, enforcing the rheology to be satisfied only at a few discrete
points in space may induce an overall loss of volume. Another
solution may be brought by the recently proposed power-particles
method of [de Goes et al. 2015].
8 Conclusion
We have presented a new method for simulating a nonsmooth vis-
coplastic granular rheology using the Material-Point Method. Com-
pared to [Narain et al. 2010], our method significantly reduces vi-
sual artifacts. It also benefits from a more compact and well-posed
system, which is resolved accurately under controlled convergence.
We have validated our approach by retrieving typical macroscopic
behaviors of granular matter, such as the Beverloo scaling effect
for a silo discharge. Furthermore, we have shown that our method
could easily be coupled with rigid bodies and extended to the han-
dling of more complex media such as anisotropic materials.
In the future we intend to improve the discretization of velocity and
stress fields. Better quality-to-cost ratios could be achievable using
higher discretization orders, or adaptive meshes. We would also
like to investigate massive parallelization of the method. Currently,
most computer-intensive operations lie at the core of the friction
solver, and correspond in the Cadoux/PG settings to a very large
number of sparse matrix/vector products. Such operations could
largely benefit from GPU or many-cores architectures. Finally, the
dynamics of light and fine powders such as flour is heavily influ-
enced by the interactions with the surrounding air, which we have
disregarded here. Designing a fully coupled model to simulate such
materials would be a natural extension of our work.
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A Yield surfaces
The Drucker-Prager (DP) criterion is defined regardless of the space
dimension as
√
J2 ≤ µˆp, with p the mean of the principal stresses
σi and J2 the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor. We
can relate this coefficient µˆ to the material’s friction angle ϕ (see
Figure 18) by comparing the DP and Mohr-Coulomb yield surfaces.
In 2D, the Mohr-Coulomb (MC) criterion states, for σ1 ≥ σ2,
1
2
(σ1 − σ2) = 1
2
sinϕ(σ1 + σ2).
Since we also have p = 1
2
(σ1 + σ2) and
√
J2 =
1
2
(σ1 − σ2), MC
and DP are strictly equivalent for µˆ = sinϕ.
3D is more complex; MC generalizes as, for σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3,
1
2
(σ1 − σ3) = 1
2
sinϕ(σ1 + σ3),
which defines a cone spanned by a non-regular hexagon in principal
stress space (Figure 18). This hexagon degenerates to a triangle for
sinϕ = 1, and tends towards a regular (yet vanishing) hexagon for
sinϕ = 0. As J2 = 16
∑
i6=j(σi − σj)2, the DP yield surface de-
fines a cone spanned by a circle in principal stress space. Its friction
coefficient can therefore be defined with any of the 3 formulas,
• µˆ = 2
√
3 sinϕ
3−sinϕ , so that DP circumscribes MC
• µˆ = sinϕ√
1+ 1
3
sin2 φ
, so that DP inscribes MC
• µˆ = 2
√
3 sinϕ
3+sinϕ
, so that DP interpolates MC at middle vertices.
Choice between these different values is application-dependent.
For instance, risk-assessment simulations may want to use the in-
scribed surface, so that the predicted run-out length of an avalanche
with DP will always overestimate the one using MC.
ϕσ1
σ2
σ3
Figure 18: Left: definition of the friction angle ϕ. Right: 3D
Mohr-Coulomb (red) with the three different Drucker-Prager yield
surfaces (blue) in the plane of constant normal stress
∑
σi = 3.
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